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BY SAM GOLOB 
MVS Tools & Tricks

Virtual Tapes

T his month, I will discuss a subject that
many of us may not currently be closely

connected to, but will almost certainly have
to deal with in the future.

Most of us are not clairvoyant. We often
cannot predict when a “minor development
on the outskirts of computing” will make a
deep, lasting impression and have a perma-
nent effect. One of these minor developments
is the use of virtual peripheral devices that
are emulated by disk storage. For example,
if you are running MVS on a P390 or a
similar system (such as Hercules), you have
defined “tape drives” and “3380 or 3390
disk packs” that are really PC or OS/2 disk
files. Someone who has run MVS on large
mainframe machines for years has not been
exposed to these virtual devices. However,
tape files that have been created as “emulated
tapes,” but are really disk files, will soon be
knocking on your door.

For years, I have heard many misconcep-
tions people have had about copying tape
data. Many (otherwise knowledgeable)
folks feel that IEBGENER is about the only
tool you need to copy tape files. This (in my
opinion, erroneous) idea is based on the
concept of a “tape file” as the principal
entity and not on the more realistic idea of
“the entire tape” as the principal entity. A
program such as COPYMODS (from File
229 of the CBT Tape collection of free
MVS utilities) copies and handles an entire
tape as though it were one object. It does
not matter if there are hundreds of separate
files on that tape — COPYMODS will deal
with the entire tape as a unit, even while
copying each file. The newer versions of
COPYMODS (currently at Level 047) can
change the copied tapes in various ways,
such as altering the Volume Label. However,
in concept, a program like COPYMODS
will handle an entire tape as though it were

one object, even with its new bells and whis-
tles, which can alter the tape label contents.

Why am I bringing up this apparent
digression? Because it demonstrates how
an entire tape, with all its files, can be treated
as one object, and not merely as a collection
of the large number of files that are con-
tained in that tape. The idea of a “virtual
tape” as a disk file whose scope encom-
passes an entire tape from end to end as one
object is about to burst on the MVS scene.

CURRENT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF
TAPES AS DISK FILES — THE VTS

Currently, many installations are
installing Virtual Tape Systems (VTS
boxes). These boxes are really separate com-
puters. When attached to an MVS system,
these devices appear as large libraries of
tape volumes. The devices employ large
amounts of real memory and disk storage
and they contain backup tape robots to be
used when the memory and disk storage
overflow. The very idea of a VTS is to
simulate tape mounts with disk files. If a

VTS is hooked up to MVS, and a job calls
for a tape mount on it, the “tape” is really a
disk file, unless it has been archived.

The way in which VTSes are constructed
does not allow MVS users to access the
actual file structure of the “tape volume” as
a disk file. We only care about that VTS
“tape” as though it were really a tape.
However, the P390 “emulated tapes” are an
entirely different story. By understanding
the file structure of the disk file that emulates
the tape, it is possible to transport that file to
other MVS systems, and to even create a
“real tape” on a tape drive from the disk file.

THE AWS DISK FORMAT OF AN
ENTIRE TAPE

By nature, tapes are sequential. They
contain blocks of data that are organized
into files. To represent a tape on disk, you
must know when a file begins, when each
block of data begins and ends, and when
each file ends. Picture the disk representation
of a tape: It has to be a sequential file.
However, the beginning and end of the tape
files, as well as the blocks of data that com-
prise them, must be clearly marked. In the
AWS Tape format on disk, the marking is
done by six-byte headers that are placed in
between the blocks and files of “tape” data.

The concept of the AWS Tape header
format on disk is very easy to grasp. Every
header contains the number of bytes in the
data block to follow (it might be zero), the
number of bytes in the previous block
(which also might be zero), and an indicator
telling you whether this header marks the
end of a file. If that indicator is not on, then
you are at the beginning or in the middle of
a file. If the indicator is on, then you are at
the end of a file. Tape labels are only files
on a tape, which “sandwich” the data files.

The idea of a
“virtual tape” as a

disk file whose scope
encompasses an

entire tape from end
to end as one object
is about to burst on

the MVS scene.
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Therefore, Standard-Labeled tapes and
Non-Labeled tapes can both be represented
in this AWS format. Conceptually, that is
really all there is to it.

However, there is one more small idea
that contributes to the picture. On a PC
disk, or as an OS/2 file, the AWS-format
“tape” is conceptually one continuous
stream of data, without blocks. But on an
MVS system, every file has to be logically
broken into blocks. In normal MVS data
management, there is no such thing as a
logically continuous stream of data that is
arbitrarily long. However, on a PC or OS/2
disk file, even though the data is broken up
into hardware sectors, the file is logically
one big continuous piece.

So, you must overcome a small barrier
before you “port” AWS tape data on disk from
a PC or OS/2 file to an MVS system. You have
to arbitrarily break the data into blocks.

Actually, when you upload any PC data to
an MVS system, you have the same situation.
Usually, the FTP or TSO administrator
(when setting up default IND$FILE uploads)
decides whether the default MVS file after an
upload will be FB or VB, and how big the
LRECL and BLKSIZE will be. You can
override his or her decision. However, the
“blocked” nature of MVS data forces you to
decide how to re-block any uploaded data.

Therefore, an AWS “tape” file on disk,
when uploaded to an MVS system, has to be
artificially re-blocked. Some people (like
Brandon Hill in his AWSUTIL program —
File 477 of the CBT Tape) have decided to
block the data with RECFM=VB. I have
decided, with my new set of AWS utilities
(File 533 of the CBT Tape) to block the data
as card-image files: RECFM=FB and
LRECL=80 with any convenient blocksize.
If you FTP the MVS data back down to a
PC file, you can obtain a usable and “con-
tinuous” PC file. This MVS re-blocking
only “means something” if the data is to be
further manipulated on an MVS system.

SPECIFICS OF THE AWS
TAPE FORMAT

Here I will examine the specific structure
of the AWS headers, which delimit and
describe the tape “blocks” and “files” in the
AWS disk representation of a tape. Each
six-byte AWS header is divided into three
two-byte sections. The first six-bytes of any
AWS “tape” file is always the first header,

which contains enough information to find
all the rest of the AWS headers in the file.

The first two-byte section of the AWS
header contains the number of bytes that are
in the next block of tape data. Since this is a
two-byte field, it can indicate up to 65535
bytes or 64KB. However, there is one hitch:
The number is not a normal half-word
quantity. Instead, it is backwards in the
famous “Backwards Intel Format” (or BIF).

Let me explain. Suppose you want this
field to represent the number 32720 and to
indicate that the next block of “tape data”
will contain 32720 bytes. The hexadecimal
representation of 32720 is X’7FD0’.
However, the first halfword in the AWS
header will not contain X’7FD0’. Instead,
the two bytes will be backwards, and the
field will contain X’D07F’. This can be con-
fusing to us MVSers who have never dealt
with Intel or Microsoft programming.
Therefore, any MVS-based program that
deals with the numeric quantity contained in
this two-byte header field must first reverse
the two bytes. BIF is ubiquitous here.

The second two-byte field in the AWS
header contains the number of bytes of tape
data contained in the previous “block.” Of
course, if your header is at the beginning of
a file, there are no previous blocks in this
file, and the second field will contain
X’0000’. Remember that this second two-
byte field is also in BIF format, and any
MVS program dealing with the quantity
will need to reverse the two bytes.

The third two-byte field is the simplest of
all, in the current implementation of AWS
tape format. The last three hex numbers must
be zeros, and the first number is either a X’A’
or a X’4’. A X’A’ means that this header does
not mark the end of a file. A X’4’ means that
is does mark the end of a file. Officially, in
the description of the AWS tape format, there
is a bit more detail. However, practically
speaking, that is all there is to it!

SO HOW DOES IT WORK?

Take a look at the first few headers of a
Standard-Labeled (SL) AWS tape. Let’s
start with the representation of the first
header labels at the beginning of the tape,
including the VOL1 label, the HDR1 label,
and the HDR2 label, each of which is an
80-byte record. These three 80-byte
records constitute the first actual “file” of
an SL tape.

The sequence of AWS header records
describing this first label file is as follows:

X’50000000A000’ , then X’50005000A000’ ,
then X’50005000A000’ ,

then X’000050004000’ .

You can interpret this as follows: The first
field of the first header contains X’5000’.
This is BIF format, so the bytes have to be
reversed to make X’0050’, which is deci-
mal 80. This indicates that the following
block (really the VOL1 label) will contain
80 bytes. The second field of the first
header contains X’0000’, which when
reversed is still X’0000’, so you know
that no file data has preceded this header.
The third field is X’A000’, so you know
that you are not yet at the end of the file.
After advancing 80 bytes past the end of
the first header, you will come to the sec-
ond header.

The second header (really before the
HDR1 label) contains the quantity
X’50005000A000’. The first field, X’5000’,
when reversed is X’0050’. This indicates
that another 80-byte block of data will fol-
low this header. The second field X’5000’,
which when reversed is X’0050’, indicates
that the previous block of data also contained
80 bytes. Finally, the X’A000’ in the third
field indicates that you have not yet reached
end-of-file. The first field has told you to
advance 80 bytes past the end of this
header to come to the next header.

The third header in your sequence of
four contains the same quantity as the sec-
ond header, namely X’50005000A000’.
This tells you that the block which follows
(the HDR2 label) will contain 80 bytes, the
previous block (the HDR1 label) contained
80 bytes too, and the X’A000’ in the third
field tells you that you have not reached
end-of-file.

Finally, after advancing another 80 bytes,
which the first field in the third header has
ordered you to do, you will come to the
fourth header. This fourth header contains
X’000050004000’. Its first field, X’0000’,
which, when reversed, is still X’0000’, tells
you that zero bytes of data will follow this
header. The second field, X’5000’, which
when reversed is X’0050’ or decimal 80,
tells you that an 80-byte block has preceded
this header. Finally, the X’4000’ in the third
field indicates that you have reached the end
of this file. Since the first field of this header
contained X’0000’, you would expect
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another header to immediately follow this
header in the AWS tape file.

SOME PRACTICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Now that you have seen an entire file in
AWS format, you can figure out what the
headers signify in conventional tape terms.
First consider that you are writing this tape,
which the AWS headers are describing, to a
real tape drive.

First, whenever there is a X’4000’ in the
third field of a header, that means that you
write out the last block of tape data (on a
real tape) and then write a tape mark. If the
third field is X’A000’, but the second field
is not zeros, then you write out the number
of bytes in the second field, without writing
a tape mark. Finally, if the second field is
zeros, but the first field is not zeros, you
advance the tape by the (reversed) quantity
in the first field, reading in that number of
bytes of data. No writing is done yet.

Now, imagine that you are reading this
tape. The first header tells you that you must
look into the first field. If that field is not
zero, then you reverse the two bytes, and
read forward, by the number of bytes thus
described, coming to the second header. If
the third field in the second header is
X’4000’, you are at end-of-file. Otherwise,
look at the second field in the second header.
That should correspond with the number of
bytes you just read. Finally, the first field in
the second header tells you that you must
advance that number of additional bytes of
data to get to the third header, and so on.

I hope this month’s topic has opened
your eyes to the beginning of a new era in
“tape” processing. You can now put files
describing an entire tape on disk. On an
MVS system, regardless of whether these
files are “folded over” in FB-80 format (as
in CBT File 533), or VB format (as in CBT
File 477), you can still deal with the data as
tape data. I have written a program to con-
vert the FB-80 format data into a real tape

on an MVS system (see File 533 - program
VTT2TAPE). I hope that you will include
these new concepts in your thinking. See
you next month.
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